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Walkthrough Inspections:  Outline

• Review of EPA 2015 UST Regs
• 40 CFR 280.36

• PEI RP900 Overview
• Recommended Practice for 

Inspection and Maintenance of UST’s

• Monthly & Annual Inspections

• “Optional” Inspection (was Daily)

• Real World Findings



• . (1) Conduct a walkthrough inspection that, at a 
minimum, checks the following equipment as 
specified below: (i) Every 30 days (Exception: 
spill prevention equipment at UST systems 
receiving deliveries at intervals greater than every 
30 days may be checked prior to each delivery): 

• (A) Spill prevention equipment— visually check 
for damage; remove liquid or debris; check for and 
remove obstructions in the fill pipe; check the fill 
cap to make sure it is securely on the fill pipe; 
and, for double walled spill prevention equipment 
with interstitial monitoring, check for a leak in the 
interstitial area; and 

• (B) Release detection equipment— check to 
make sure the release detection equipment is 
operating with no alarms or other unusual 
operating conditions present; and ensure records 
of release detection testing are reviewed and 
current; and

• (ii) Annually: 

• (A) Containment sumps—visually check for 
damage, leaks to the containment area, or 
releases to the environment; remove liquid (in 
contained sumps) or debris; and, for double 
walled sumps with interstitial monitoring, check 
for a leak in the interstitial area; and 

• (B) Hand held release detection 
equipment—check devices such as tank 
gauge sticks or groundwater bailers for 
operability and serviceability; 

EPA § 280.36 Periodic operation and 
maintenance walkthrough inspections



• (2) Conduct operation and maintenance 
walkthrough inspections according to a 
standard code of practice developed by a 
nationally recognized association or 
independent testing laboratory that checks 
equipment comparable to paragraph (a)(1) of 
this section; or Note to paragraph (a)(2). The 
following code of practice may be used to 
comply with paragraph (a)(2) of this section: 
Petroleum Equipment Institute 
Recommended Practice RP 900, 
‘‘Recommended Practices for the Inspection 
and Maintenance of UST Systems’’. 

• (3) Conduct operation and maintenance 
walkthrough inspections developed by the 
implementing agency that checks equipment 
comparable to paragraph (a)(1) of this section. 

EPA § 280.36 Periodic operation and 
maintenance walkthrough inspections

• (b) Owners and operators must maintain 
records (in accordance with § 280.34) of 
operation and maintenance walkthrough 
inspections for one year. Records must include 
a list of each area checked, whether each area 
checked was acceptable or needed action 
taken, a description of actions taken to correct 
an issue, and delivery records if spill prevention 
equipment is checked less frequently than 
every 30 days due to infrequent deliveries.



EPA 30-Day Walkthrough Inspection

• Spill Prevention Equipment
• Check for damage 

• Remove any liquid or debris

• Check for and remove any obstructions in the fill pipe

• Check the fill cap to make sure it is securely on the fill pipe

• Double walled spill prevention equipment with interstitial 
monitoring check for a leak in the interstitial area

• Release detection equipment
• No alarms or other unusual operating conditions present

• Release detection testing records are reviewed and current



EPA Annual Walkthrough Inspection

• Containment sumps
• Check for damage, leaks into the 

containment area, or releases to the 
environment

• Remove any liquid or debris

• Double walled containment sumps 
with interstitial monitoring check for a 
leak in the interstitial area

• Hand held release detection 
equipment (for example tank 
gauge sticks or groundwater 
bailers)

• Check for operability and serviceability



EPA Regulations

• 30-Day vs Monthly
• Conduct inspections “on or about the same time each month”

• Allows owners/operators to conduct their own 
inspection or hire 3rd-party inspectors

• Does not specify training requirements
• Class A or B Operators should already have adequate 

knowledge

• References PEI RP900 as a code of practice that may 
be used for inspections

• If using this code, must use entire code.  

• Option for Implementing Agency to develop procedures



PEI RP900 Overview

• Comprehensive guide for inspecting and maintaining UST’s.

• RP900 is the only code of practice in EPA regulations
• More thorough than the minimum EPA requirements.

• Collective experience of equipment manufacturers, contractors, 
regulators, and owner/operators. 

• Represents the consensus of the committee members
• Not 100% unanimous - some decisions were made by majority vote.
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2021 Edition - Updates from 2017 Edition

• Removed requirement for daily inspection
• Changed daily inspection to an optional periodic operational inspection 

and moved to Appendix

• Modified monthly inspection – no daily inspection

• Updated monthly and annual inspections to mirror EPA requirements

• Added language that the optional periodic operational inspection is a 
possible method that can be used to comply with monthly inspection

• Redefined who should complete monthly and annual 
inspections 

• Clarified use of electronics sensors for leak detection

• Clarified use of statistical inventory reconciliation for 
tank and line leak detection

• Updated monthly, annual, and new periodic checklists



Qualified Person: 
Monthly Inspections

• Trained to complete the 

monthly checklist in RP 900

• Evaluate problems

• Perform simple functions 

involving UST equipment 

specified by the qualified 

person’s employer:

• Examples can include (but 
not limited to) following:

• Knows the method(s) of 
leak detection in use

• Reviews monthly leak 
detection results.

• Evaluates the condition of 
fill and vapor caps.



Qualified Technician: 
Monthly & Annual Inspections

• A person trained to complete 
the monthly and annual 
checklists contained in RP900. 

• Also trained to inspect, test, 
evaluate and maintain 
components of UST equipment 
that could release product or 
vapors or cause such a release 
to remain undetected. 

• Received appropriate 
certification or licensing 
from regulatory bodies

• Certification from the 
manufacturer for the 
specific equipment being 
serviced.

• Safety checks for returning 
equipment to service.



Qualified Technician: Annual Inspections

• Also has access to all 
tools and equipment 
required to perform these 
duties in a safe, 
professional manner

• Has received all 
necessary safety training 
and information required 
to safely and 
competently execute 
these duties.



RP900: Monthly Inspection

• Tank Equipment
• At-grade inspection of fill 

equipment (covers, spill 
buckets, drop tubes)

• St. I V.R. Cover/Adapters

• Tank gauge stick

• Water in tanks

• Vents

• Spill Kit

• Leak Detection Results

• Observation Wells 

• CP Rectifier

• Unmonitored Dispensers & STP’s



RP900: Monthly Inspection Form – Page 1



RP900: Monthly Inspection Form – Page 2



RP900: Annual Inspection

• Review Monthly Inspections

• Under Dispenser Inspections

• Sump Inspections (STP, Fill, Other)

• Overfill Prevention (inspect, verify, 
and look for corrosion)

• ATG Equipment & Functionality

• Leak Detection Devices Tested

• Other Test Results (CP, St. I or II 
Vapor Recovery)

Basically look at just about everything!



RP900: Annual Inspection – ATG’s, Fill, Overfill



RP900: Annual Inspection – Leak Detection



RP900: Annual Inspection – C.P., V.R., Results



RP900: Annual Inspection - Dispensers



RP900: Annual Inspection – LD Device Tests



RP900: Annual Inspection – STP’s



RP900: Annual Inspection – All Other Sumps

Similar checklist for Fill, Transition, and Other Sumps



RP900: Periodic Inspection (Optional)

• Leak Detection
• ATG functional & no alarms
• Product levels o.k. 
• Printer has paper
• MLLD - No Complaints Slow-Flow
• Inventory O.K.

• Tank Area
• Fill cover in good condition
• Spill bucket clean & dry
• Fill cap tight
• Fill pipe not blocked

Don’t forget 

dispensing 

equipment.

“Periodic” inspections are 

not a required part of EPA 

walkthrough inspections.

This used to be the 

“Daily” inspection.



RP900: Periodic Inspection (Optional)



Importance of “Optional” Periodic Inspections

• Many retail facilities check the washroom every day
• Some check multiple times per day

• Shouldn’t the UST’s be at least as important?!



Comparison to EPA Regulations



Findings

Watch out for 

surprises!



Spill Containers – Liquid and Debris



Spill Containers – Full of Ice



Spill Containers – Cracks & Tears



• Broken Monitoring Sensors for interstitial.

• Will need 3-year test.

Spill Containers – Double Wall



• Tank stick 

prevents 

flapper 

valve from 

working.

Fill Pipe – Blocked by Tank Stick



ATG Riser – Full of corrosion in Diesel Tank

Diesel ATG



ATG – Probe cable corroded



Sump – Inside lid cracked



STP Sump: Leak, Fuel, & Sensor in alarm



STP Sump.  Liquid & Sensor tilted



STP Sumps Full of Water and/or Product



• This cracked 

boot would 

allow a leak 

to flow into 

the backfill.

STP Sumps – Cracked Penetration Boots



STP Sumps – Piping Drains Fuel into Sump



• PLLD (passing history)

• Annual LLD test (passed)

• Sump Sensors pulled up

• No sump test done

STP Sump – Leaking Ball Valve



• Fuel in Sump.

• Sump sensor 

pulled up so 

alarm won’t 

sound.

STP Sump – Fuel in Sump, Sensor Lifted Up.



• STP Sump full of 

water.

• Sensor has been 

moved out of position.

• ATG console indicates 

All Functions Normal!

• Slight product sheen 

on water.

STP Sump full of liquid: Sensor lifted!



• Spliced sensor wire in 

STP sump.

• Wrapped with 

electrical tape but not 

secured with proper 

seal-off pack.

• May lead to failure of 

sensor.

STP Sump - Spliced sensor wire



STP Sump – Excessive Corrosion

Gasoline 

(E10) STP’s 

inside 

containment 

sumps.



STP – No Sumps.  Is annual check o.k.? 
Not per 

RP900.

Must 

check 

monthly.



STP - No Sump.  

Seep at 

Functional 

Element.

Fuel leaks 

directly into 

ground.



Manway – Large hole from corrosion



Wet spot in gravel under dispenser from fuel seep.

Under Dispenser – No Containment – Seep



• Leaking union.

• Fortunately this 

location has UDC 

which has been tested 

and verified to be 

tight.

Under Dispenser – Leak at union



• Impact valve seeping fuel.

• Also has “Snap-Tap” fittings in impact 

valves that should be removed. 

Under Dispenser – Seeps from Impact Valve



Under Dispenser: Leaking meters

Dispenser 3/4 meters are leaking and 

have 2" of product in the UDC. The 

inspector tripped the shear valve and put 

out of service bags on the dispenser.



• Stream of fuel from solenoid valve when pump runs.

Under Dispenser – Solenoid Valve Leak into Soil



• Drips fuel into ground 

while pump is running.

• No UDC.

Under Dispenser - Leaking Suction Pump



• Cracked boot 

on Double-

Wall Piping.

• Several 

inches of fuel 

and water 

mixture.

• No Sensors.

Under Dispenser Containment



UDC – Contains Liquid and Sensor Lifted



Swivel Adapter Too Tall.

Vapor Cover – Resting on Adapter



Manhole Cover – Warped – No Bolts



• Missing manhole cover and cracked rim

• No Lid or Cap on Monitoring Well

Monitoring Well – Missing cover and cap



• Cable for the ATG probes is coming up out of the 

direct-bury sawcut.

Direct Bury ATG Cable



• Missing cover for the P/V Vent Cap.  

• Rain will collect and drain down the riser. 

Vent Caps



• Cracks & drips • Bulge in 

product hose

• Cracked 

whip hose

Hanging Hardware Inspections
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• Inspect It

• Report It

• Fix It


